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We are students from Nicotera 
Primary School.
We are 9 years old.
We are EXCITED to write and 
i�ustrate this story about Jack.

Writers: Emma, Stefano, Gabriele and Giacomo

Illustrators: Raffaella, Jennifer, Walter and 
Francesco

Thank you dear partners for this amazing 
experience!



Most people thought that JACK was a just normal 
boy. In the everyday life JACK is a 19 teenager 
attending the college of super heroes because one 
day, reading a book, about ancient Egyptians, he 
discovered to have superpowers. 
He can go in and out the past and the present 
looking a photo of the place where he wants to go 
in.



He lives in the big city of New York and he is a friendly 

boy, clever, 

polite and he loves skateboarding. 

He can also listen from long distance. He uses his 

superpowers for help people.



JACK WANTS TO SOLVE THE GIRL's pain

One day he was studying in his bedroom when he listens 
a girl crying in London. She was very sad because a 
stalker pursues her, then she wants to jump o� London 
Bridge.Jack hears her voice and he tele-moves to 
London .

"That'� be fantastic save that girl!"
Thought the boy excited



JACK reached the girl and he talks with her. They 
do a plan to capture the bad boy, the stalker. The 
girl gives an appointement to the stalker. He 
arrives but he understands the trap and runs away. 
JACK captures him in the basaments of 
Buckingham Palace.



The problem has been solved and the stalker was 
arrested by the police.
Jack is ready for a new adventure.



Tips for the VOICES

In this book your superhero can have his/her own voice.

You have several options:

A: Read the story and record it directly into the app. Practice this several times and use your voice to 
make your story interesting. Show the characters' feelings: Use a happy voice, a sad voice, a young voice, 
an old voice... an animal voice...

B: You can also add some dialog parts and read in two voices. Let your hero speak directly --- maybe your 
hero and some of the characters want to make some additional comments.

C: Would you like to record the story in another language? Te� us the story in Italian, in Greek, in 
German, in Romanian.

D: For very creative people: You can act out a scene and record a video on your phone. You can then 
include the video on the page.



Written by Emma, Gabriele , Giacomo and 

Stefano.

I�ustrated by Ra�ae�a Jennifer, Walter and 

Francesco.

Voice recordings by Emma, Walter, Stefano 

and Gabriele.

The end






